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You can get into print 

WE WELCOME programs and 
articles from our readers. If you 
feel that your work meets our 
standards, please submit it to 
us for consideration for 
publication. 

Programs must always be 
sent on cassette. Listings are 
helpful, but not necessary. 
Check ‘carefully that they are 
bug-free. Include full details of 
what your program does, how 
it works, variables you have 

Free with 

Home 
omputing 

used and hints on conversion. 
See the programs in this issue 
for guidance on what your 
paperwork should include. 

Articles on using the 
Spectrum and the ZX81 should 
be no longer than 2,000 words. 
Those most likely to be 
published will help our readers 
make better use of their 
computers by giving useful 
advice, possibly with 
programming examples, tables 
and so on. Short hints are also 
welcome, 

Let’s have some fun. 
what they think 

Spectrum software reviews . five 
with five new games. Our reviewers say 

Spectrum adventure .. 
Help an innocent prisoner escape 

sensecssecsseee SIX, 

All submissions willbe 
acknowledged and the copy: 
right in such works which will 
pass to Argus Specialist 
Publications Ltd will be paid 
for at competitive rates. 

Keep a copy of your work 
and include and SAE. Label 
everything clearly and give a 
daytime and home phone 
number if you can. All work for 
consideration should be sent 
to: 
Paul Liptrot, ZX User, No. 1 
Golden Square, London W1R 
3AB 

of colours and four nibs 

ZX81 program 
‘A spreadsheet for the 16K ZX81 which you'll find useful for home 
accounts and in your studies 

Spectrum programming 
Find those program bugs the easy way. 
machine code program 

os . fourteen 
Just type in Paul Murray's 

bs 
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INTERFACES 
Programmable Interface Interface II 

9.95 Hardware programmed, this interface attains 
Joystick or Trackball compatibility with ALL 
Spectrum or X81 software. 
Without internal memories or tapes to load the 
direct addressing mode offers the fastest com- 
puter response to controller movement with 
programming being retained when the power is 
off 

Eight directional capability is automatically 
achieved by just setting up, down, left and right. 
The hardware approach is totally compatible 
with all key reading techniques unlike memory 
programmed devices 

Supplied with Quick Reference Cards, to speed 
up setting to your favourite games, demon: 
stration cassette and twelve months guarantee. 

Now is your chance to enter the growing world of instant 
loading games, 
All ROM Cartridge software can be keyboard controlled so a 
joystick is not essential 
Only high quality programs are available on ROM and soon a 
whole new range is to be launched by Parker Games exclusively 
‘on cartridge, for the Spectrum, 
RomSlot’s unique ‘Game Restart’ will restart the game at any 
time during play. When no game cartridge is in use this becomes 
2 useful computer reset facility from crashes or conventional 
machine code programs. 
RomSiot is fully compatible with all other add-ons via a rear 
connector and is cased and fully guaranteed for twelve months. 

onl 11.95 plus 50p pes 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
EXPORT PRICES ON APPLICATION 



SPECTRUM SOFTWARE REVIEWS 
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The object of this“game is to 
retrieve the Magic Orb from 
the haunted house without 
being caught by its unfriendly 
‘occupants, 

You must collect a treagure 
from each room in-ordér “to 

—<__gaineeetss6 the next. You 
have three lives; one is lost 
each time you are caught by a 
monster. If you reach the final 
room you will see two orbs 
only one is real. If you take the 

the treasure! 

wrong one you are dead, and 
the game is over. 

A status report is given at 
the bottom of the screen, 
showing the room reached and 
lives left. 

Controls 
move left 
move down 
move up 
move right even 

Watch out for things that go bump in the night 
as you find you way through the haunted 

house, written by Peter Watson. Spooks and 
Spectres are after your blood so hurry to find 

How it works 
The program listing, although 
long, is quite straightforward 
There is a short main play loop 
with calls to subroutines as the 
game progresses. The main 
loop moves the man and 
makes calls to one of 10 
monster move routines. If a 
treasure is collected the next 
door opens and when the man 
is next to the open door the 
appropriate move to next room 

ue so 
ci 4 

. 

@ E 

rocco ccassencsrchea Marte 

Cee ame be 
= 

e is called. These sub- 
routines blank out the man and 
monsters in the current room 
and re-set variables ready to 
start play in the following 
room, The program then 
reverts to a move man/move 
monster loop. 

There are three screens and 
these are called as the man 
reaches the final door on the 
current screen. During a 
screen call new graphic 
characters are set up to 
produce a fresh set of 
monsters and treasures 

Other minor subroutines 
cover tune, title, instructions, 
select orb and end of game. 

‘Screen dumps for The House 



Variables 
x,y horizontal and vertical co- 

|" ordinated of man 
xl.xr_left and right horizontal 

limits for man movement 
yuyd up and down vertical 

limits for man movement 
p.q_ horizontal and vertical co- 

ordinates of monster(s) 
z number of monster move 

arrays, i.e. plz) where 2=1, 
2, 3 ete 

d_ duration of notes in signa- 
ture tune 

room current room number 
lives lives left 
t random number generated 

when taking orb 

Since the listing is long it is 
best to type in several sub- 
routines; SAVEing them on 
tape as you go, thereby 
avoiding any possible 
disasters. The program should 
be finally saved in the auto-run 
mode using the command: 
SAVE “house” LINE 1, and 
then verified. 

If the program is run then 
listed it will be found that the 
‘monsters and treasures appear 
in the wrong monster subrout 
ines. This is simply due to the 
way the graphic characters are 
called during the game. 

Enter the letters between 
quotation marks in_ graphics 
mode except where they form 
words 
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SPECTRUM PROGRAM 
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SPECTRUM PROGRAM 
ee eS SS eee 
A colourful game with features, 
you can experiment with. 

The scenery for Camel Race 
is produced very simply with 
seven triangles and two 
graphics characters. How is it 
done? Enter the program, and 
RUN it. You are a wealthy 
Arab betting on the result of a 
camel race in the desert. First 
appears the request: ‘Which 
camel do you bet on?’ Having 
chosen one, you are asked 
how much of your £1000 you 
will bet, Place your bet, enter 
it, and the race is on. 
Now set the scene. The 

waters of the Nile come first, 
made from a single character in 
line 25, and placed in position 
by a FOR-NEXT loop in line 70. 
The sky is just as easy, being 
made in line 30, and used in 
line 75. 

Then come three pyramids. 
Each is made with just one 
line: 105, 110 and 115. Study 
the arrangement of the PLOT 
and DRAW commands in each 
one. It is these which give rise 
to the different shapes. Take 
one of the lines to the bottom 
for editing, give it the number 
6000 (so that it will be well 
clear of the game listing), and 
then CLS the screen. Now, 
RUN 5000 to print a triangle on 
the screen. List 5000, and try 
altering the value of the + and 
= signs. Swap them around 
(one at a time, or else you 
won't know what causes the 
difference). 

All seven of the triangles — 
three for the pyramids, and 
four for the boat and sail — are 
variations on that same 
command, produced by alter- 
ing the PLOT DRAW 
commands. The FOR 
command will alter the size of 
the triangle. Here are a couple 
to try: 5000 FOR X = 0T0 40: 
PLOT 40+ X,38: DRAW -X*2, 
+X"2: NEXT X. RUN 5000, 

The triangle leans to the left. 
Alter PLOT to 80+X,38: and 
DRAW to +X*2,+X*2. It is 
moved over, and now leans to 
the right. PLOT moved it, and 
the change of - to + in DRAW 
shaped it to the right. Keep 
experimenting, trying to 
understand what causes the 
changes each time. Make 
notes, and you will have a very 

on mauve 
powerful tool to help you with 
programming. Incidentally, if 
you add STEP 4 on to the end 
‘of the FOR X= section, you 
will get a better idea of which 
way the lines are drawn. 
When the scene is set the 

four camels appear and start to 
race. Use BREAK and CAPS 
SHIFT to halt them (CONT will 
cause them to continue). The 

camel is a double graphic made 
in lines 10,15, and 20. Its four 
colours are set by the variable 
a8 in ine 5. Note the spacing of 
this string: “black (no space) 
blue (1, space) red (2 spaces) 
mauv This allows each 
colour to have five characters 
in the string. 

The camels are placed in 
their position by line 210, by 
the PRINT AT command: f*1 
+3. This line is another for you 
to study. Make sure your 
program has been taped (and 
verified) so that you won't lose 
it, and then try altering that 
‘one command to: f*2 +2 or f*4 
or f*2 or f*1, 

You cannot bring this line 
away from the program for 
testing because it would then 
be without its variable, Each 
‘command alters the position 
on the screen and the distance 
apart of the camels. After each 
change RUN the program 
again, and BREAK when the 
camels have started to move. 
f*2+2 spreads them out, and 
one of the camels is in the 
water. {*4 is even worse, for 
two camels are in the water. 
f*2 is better, but they are still 
too far apart, with one camel in 
the sky. f*1 is better for 
spacing, but they are all too 
high. This is where the 
additional +2 comes in. Add 
+1 first. Still too high, isn’t it? 
Make it +5 just to see what is 
going on. Far too low. Now we 
know. In that small {143 
statement the first number (1) 
spaces them out, and the 
second (3) alters their position 
as a group up or down. 

Experiments like these will 
teach you a lot, so with every 
program you’ have safely 
taped, try some more. Find out 
what makes everything 
happen, and you will be well 
‘on the way to becoming a real 
programmer. 

1S 
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2X81 PROGRAM 

Use Tom Langford’s spreadsheet to worl 
your home accounts. It takes the hard graft out 

of mental arithmetic 

This is a complete spreadsheet 
program for the ‘ZX 81 with 
extra RAM. It is adapted from 
a CROMEMCO 32K version 
which emphasises formula 
manipulation — a welcome 
change from other spread- 
sheets with fancy displays but 
poor figure handling 

You can use this package for 
your home accounts. if you are 
an engineer, radio ham, 
scientist or student you will 
find this program particularly 
interesting and useful. 
Read the instructions 

carefully before you begin as it 
is quite complex. 

Variables 
V allows entry of figures down 

column. Column must 
already be on display 

FORM enters formula. The 
results of this are printed in 
the column specified 

RR recalculates table if an 
alteration has been made to 
the figures 

HEAD allows entry of a head- 
ing over a specified column. 
Heading must be 6 
characters 

CC. changes column spacing 
by specifying how many 
columns are to be put on 
display 

CH changes a value into a 
column 

SUM finds the sum of all 
values in a specified column 
and prints them below 

cL clears worksheet but 
leaves formulae intact 

‘SC clears all data and formulae 
from sheet 

PS finds the progressive sum 
of the previous column 

SORT assembles values in a 
‘specified column in ascend- 
ing order. Column to be 
sorted must be between 
“SORT FROM?” and 
‘SORT TO?” 

SAVE saves program and data 

Don’t forget to start 
recorder before pressing 
NEWLINE 

To move the cursor 
5 moves columns one tg the 

left 

8 moves columns one to the 
right 

6 scrolls down one line 
B shows bottom 17 lines 
T returns to top 17 lines 
LEFT moves columns left by 

specifying column which is 
to be moved first 

RIGHT same as above, but to 
the right 

How it works 
On RUN you will be asked 
what you require. Typing 1 will 
give you a new worksheet 
without data or formulae and 2 
or 3 will display figures and/or 
data formulae which may have 
been saved previously. 

After entering 1 you will be 
asked how many rows and 
columns you require. A vast 
amount of figures can be 
handled, so for example, you 
could ask for 30 rows, and 10 
columns, with 3 columns 
displayed. 

The screen will then blank 
out, since it is running in fast 
mode. It returns after a few 
seconds with a displayed table. 
On the top right you will see 
how many rows and columns 
you have and the amount of 
free memory space. 

You can fill the columns 
with figures in two ways! 

1 Using the V command, 
you can enter values into a 
specific column on each 
row where the * appears; 

2 using the FORM earner 
you can fill a column us 
Formula, 0.9. R"*2, which 
prints the row number 
squared on each row of the 
columns. 

Change the column spacing 
using the CC command if you 
think the display is too full or 
empty by specifying the 
number of columns to be 
shown, when asked. 

If you use the CH command 
to change a value in a column, 
and that column has a formula, 
then you will be asked if you 
wish to retain that formula 
Changing a value in a column 
overwrites that formula. 

If you change the figures in a 
column, this will affect results 
in another column, e.g. C3 = 
C1 + C2. The RR command 
will recalculate the new values. 
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Examples of formulae BH GOTO 114! 

re MH Formula What it does Terms used Be 
R/C1 +3. divides row no. by column no.R row number H 

: then adds 3 , 5 
C1 + C2 prints the sum of row in these column in $ 

columns and prints in columnsheet NT 
specified 

1x 1.1 adds 19% to subsequent num-S sum of column 
bers in’row in column 1 (NB: if you use 

C1/S1 + 5. divides each row by the sum ofthis, you must 
column then adds § (if the sumalready have 
of the column has already beenfound the sum of S80) PET RI sat é hy i 7@@ LET AS(C) ="O(R,C) the column) 318 TF Riti ren Goro 72e 

228 PRINT AT_R1+2,C(W); "a" 359 TneuT GtR6c) 
240 If Ri<i THEN GOTO 788 

12 PEM 444 SPREADSHEET ae ZS@ GuSUB 24630 

5¢ PRINT “OU YOU WANT : 4 NEW 338 ip Ridie. PHN cosus S1ee a ¥ : : 
WORKSHEET 2 sToR 738 NEXT R ‘es 
EO DRTA 3 STOR OTTO 378 eB peceuh® or Bick Fa et CTO R tbe 4@ INPUT Xs am me 

S@ CLS INPUT C 
6e@ IF x InEn GOTO i39e ET VsC+T 
7@ IF x R348 RINT AT 8,0, "COLUMN HEADIN 
75 IF xs Lad 
8@ PRIN ROUS RE MPUT Hic) 

QUIRED” F Us. OR WoC THEN GOTO 66 3@ INPUT Na 
100 LET N=Ni+1 SUB 2460 
eet ReNe AT 8,0; "NO OF COLUNNS RINT AT 8,8; “COMMAND? 

120 INPUT OTO 430 
138 PRINT~ RINT AT 8,8; 

MNS ON O15! bk 
140 INPUT OR C=ABS T+1 TO ABS T+C1 
1S@ OTM A F CoM THEN RETURN 
169 SIN H' FoASic,2 TO s)="” * THEN & 178 OI 9 c 
130 CIM C ET VeCeT 
199 LET HM OSUB 2460 
20@ LET T ExT Cc 
218 FOR Vv TO c1 2 RETURN 
228 LET C(U) =(UsINT (38701) -INT 930 REM #45UMN COMMANDss 
(21701) 41) 390 PRINT AT 0,8; "GIVE COLUMN N 
238 Bae Vv c = oro O TO SE SUMMED” 
248 IF_M$="CC” THEN GOTO 1398 
25@ LET J=0 CET YaCeT 
260 LET K=O LET OIN,C) ae 
270 LET S TO 
260 IF MS="T" THEN GoTO 1999 JEP =8tN,C) 406R,C) 
oo ter $ Buco IF Ue OR V>C1i THEN GOTO 1@ 
Baal IF Loa? THES LET L=17 i870 cosus 2490 

328 2030 IF MS="RR” THEN GOTO isee 
340 1998 GOTO 378 
350 2108 REM #aCC COMM 
360 1118 PRINT AT 
370 ON OISPLAY? 

ist f INT 112@ INPUT Ci 
(C(PEEK tiése6) beer (483875 +-3 1138 GOTO 210 

6) -(PEEK (16412) +PEEK (16413) 225 2140 REM #4PS COMMANDe® 
AAG 37100; "K" 1158 = 
38@ PRIN $Socscssensesosas= otreas 

11608 Gi 
990 FOR C=1 TO C1 1178 RI 
400 PRINT AT 1, (C#INT (387C1)) - 1160 Lu 

INT (12701), °C"; C-T 2198 PI 
410 NEXT C’ UBER” 
420 IF M$="CL” THEN GOsUB See 1288 
43@ INPUT MS 1218 a or. (Bd 42"OtR,0)”" A 
44@ PRINT AT 9,0," NO_ RE ais “ THEN PRINT 

ml AT FORMULA In THIS cO 45@ IF Mg="T" AND _N2<26 OR Nee LUNN 
BY AND NA< THEN GOTO 378 1220 ‘ TO 249") " AND A 
460 IF Hs THEN GOTO 258 sic, >"O(R,C)I” THEN INPUT 
470 IF M$. OR NS="8" OR MNS=" xs 

8° THEN GOTO 1348 1230 IF X$="Y" THEN GOTO 378 
480 IF _M$="RIGHT™ OR Mg="LEFT™ AT @,8; "GIVE ROW NUMB 

THEN ous isse ee 
age “ THEN GOTO 21728 
seo IF Hee aa THEN GOTO 2s20 Kk S10 IF Ne= 14° THEN GOTO _18e@B $30 IF 43> ‘BR THEN GOTO 1768 AT @,@; “GIVE NEW NUMB 
S30 IF Mg= THEN GOTO 286 
S40 IF Hg= MT HEN GoTo 638 1288 INPUT O(R,C? 
SS@ IF M$="HEAC” THEN GOTO see 1280 LET AS(C) 270 RO” 

a 
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2X81 PROGRAM 

1300 IF _U<i OR WC OR R1<1.OR R 
1317 THEN GoTO 1328 
i31@ GOSUB 2430 
1326 IF_O(N,C)<>@ THEN GOTO 1928 
1338 GoTo 378 
1340 REM s3CURSOR HOVESss. 

THEN LET TaT-i 

1400 FOR C=ABS T+1 TO ABS T+c1 
IF_C>M THEN GOTO i526 
eT Urcer 
if (G,4 TO 24>" * THEN 

Geers 
IF AS(C,1 TO 2)=" ” THEN G 

1510 
FOR R=ABS K+1 TO ABS Kot 
LET RI=R-K 
SOSuB 2498 
NEXT R 
ZF OiNZoLS® THEN GOTO 1510 

THEN GOTO 3e8 

COLUMNZ #2 
8,8; "GIVE FIRST CO 

GOITAAPUNE-GOOVOROROLE 
PEP EE CREE ERE RE RRR r OM omE ES 

SenasesazsessesssCRs9 sCHs DT LIATAAHANCUUAAAIOR EER AROH ER. 

ce PRINT AT 8,6; GIVE COLUMN N a 
UMBER™ 
162 INPUT C 
1538 PRINT AT 8,8; “GIVE FORMULA 

16408 INPUT ASIC) 
1558 GOSUB 1946 
1668 LET V=C+T 
18678 FOR R=1 TO NL 
1688 LET R1=R-K 
1698 LET O(R,C) =VAL Agi(c) 
4798 iF uta OR Y>cd OR Rica on A 

> 
1710 
1720 173@ AND ARIS /2) = 
1748 IF _O(N,C) <o@ THEN GOTO 1020 
1758 GOTO 370 
1760 REM ##RR_COMMANDs® 
1778 FOR C=1i TOM 
17868 IF ASIC,1 TO 6) ="OtR o- 
erste T ase ‘Then ‘G6TO 188 
1798 LET Y=C+T 
1888 FOR R=1 TO NI 
1610 LET LER 

t8 Het dohs $84, © 
aase IF X<>O1R, Cc) THEN GosuUs 243 

EXT 
3859 TEXG«R.c) o@ THEN GoTo 1620 

NEXT © 

330 Cs= 
948 IF X=LEN 5$+1 THEN GOTO 206 
350 IF 8$(x! ="P" THEN aise 

cu TBND Bet 00°S 1960 IF _BS (x) «> 
Ler 

isee IF 88 (x) 4>"C” THEN LET xe=" 

2038 LET CS=CS+B8 (x) 
2035 LET xX=x+i 

2ea4e GoTo asse : 
SOSE CET CHACS +O I" 4X Be” “HBS IXe 
2O6O LET X=x+2 
2078 GoTo 1940 
2088 LET AS(C) =cs 

RETURN 
REM $4SCROLL _ROUTINESs 
IF_Ri+22N THEN RETURN 
CET K=K+2 
LET S=se4 
PRINT AT 2@,8;5 
SCROLL 
RETURN 
REM 44S5CROLL a4 
LET dedea 
IF S=N1 OR R=Na THEN GOTO 3 
LET R=17+U . 

2220 LET S=S+ 
2358 BRINT AT 20,0;5; TAB Ftd 
2248 SCROLL 
225@ FOR C=ABS T+1 TO ABS TeC1 
2268 IF Con TEM GOTO ¢: 
2270 IF Asi(c, To Qe THEN G 
OTO 2320 
2280 LET V=C+ 

PRINT a 19,C(V); INT (@sR, Cc 

23a8 fF 6 Nec) -@ THEN GOTO goze 
Coste 2430 
NEXT 
GOTO ery 
eee #aCLEAR SPREADSHEET ## 

FOR C=1 TOW 
FOR R=1 TO Ni 
LET_O(R.C) =o 
NEXT R 
IF O(N,C)<9® THEN LET @(N,C 

}=.802 
2428 GOTO 25a 
2438 REM #94PRINTS 
244@ PRINT _AT Rise, WaT (INT (06 
AS) #10@s 5)) 1100; 

Hive P MMMM! Deperereeteer tliat] 
DOOR AWE DID: 
8 Sosggnes609 

245@ RETURN 
3488 REM SePRINT HEACINGS#® 
2478 PRINT AT 2,C(W) ;HEIC) 
5188 REAM eswr Sun, ROUTINE s a% 
2500 PRINT AT 28,0 (VW); CINT TOI, 
Ey 4100+.5)) 7108; 
2518 RETURN 
3520 REM ##4ASCENDING SORT##3 
2S3@ PRINT AT 8,8; “ENTER COLUMN 
79, 8€ SORTED 
2540 INPUT 
8588 BRENT AT @, SORT FROM? 
2 INPUT x 
3 PRINT AT @,@;"SORT TO?” 
3588 INPUT 
2238 ceT-A-3 

iF_244RoN1 THEN GOTO 2638 
LET R=R+1 
GOTO 2600 
CET F=24sR-2 
CET_F=INT (Fa) 
IEF se THEN GOTO 1age © 

tony 

ADIPOVAH DOIN QUES DOIO Te 

SUSOVGSSSOTOSISS0GSSSG59 Ga! 
spomMRReTVRhy Py aUtU Tui 
RRPR RNR D antl. 

F 
THEN GOTO 2728 

232e GoTo 26au 
2338 SAVE “SPREADSHEET” 
2848 GOTO 1 
26se STOP ad) 
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48K SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

Given the power of the DUMP 
command as an aid to 
debugging, it is surprising to 
find that so few versions of 
BASIC possess it. DUMP is 
used to produce a list of some 
or all of the variables in 
memory at the time of calling; 
this is a facility which can mal 
light work of the detection of 
programming errors which 
may otherwise be very difficult 
to find. 

The DUMP routine 
presented here is written in 
machine code and is suitable 
for the 48K Spectrum. The 
listing is in BASIC and POKES 
the code directly into memory, 
after having verified that there 
are no errors in your data lines. 
If there are errors, the program 
will tell you where to look for 
them. Once the data has been 
validated and entered, you can 
save the machine code version 
of the VARIABLES DUMP to 
tape, using the file name 
"VARSDUMP"” 

The routine is called by 
entering “PRINT USR 64000" 
Itis important to use the form 
"PRINT USR...” as any other 
method, such as "RANDOM 
IZE USR...” will fail to produce 
any output 
When called, the routine 

clears the screen and the 
words “DUMP OF VARIA- 
BLES" are printed. Below this 
are given the values of the non- 
subscripted variables, which 
are those set up by DIM state- 
ments, are ignored as they are 
often in a form unsuitable for 
dumping. Anyway, if you 
wish, it is quite easy to dump 
them through a small BASIC 
program, because of their 
subscripted names. 

Ordinary variables are listed 
in the form: name of variable 
= value of variable. String 
variables are slightly altered 
from the form used in BASIC. 
The string is enclosed in single 
rather than double quotation 
marks. The reason for this is 
bound up in the method that 
the routine uses to print to 
screen. If you are keen on 
machine code programming, 
you may care to determine th 
precise justification for this 
change. In any case, when 
dumping a screen variable, the 
form used is: pame of string = 
‘text of string 

Control variables, i.e. those 
set up by FOR-NEXT loops, 
behave differently from 
ordinary numeric variables, 80 
the routine distinguishes them 
by printing an asterisk before 
their labels. The dump would 

*name of control variable 
falue of contro! variable. 

IT’S EASY TO FIND 
FAULT 

i 
ith this 

rogramming problems wi 

poi = ore U
MP routine by

 Paul gc a 

georsaleee> eart of the matte
r and helps y' 

hi 
ee - locate errors 

If the screen is filled before printed out, the message fine, the subsequent item may 

all of the variables in memory “END OF DUMP” will appear, overwrite part of it. Should this 
have been listed, the word followed by an apparently happen, no harm will be done 

“MORE...” will appear andthe random number which is to your program or variables, 
computer will wait until akeyis © meaningless for the purposes _but it is important to be aware 

pressed before clearing the of this routine, and which can of this limitation in the routine 
screen and continuing the — be ignored. A sample program, together 
dump. Hf the output for any variable with its dump, is given below, 

Once all variables have been should occupy more than one illustrating many of the 
features described, 
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Its easy to 
complain about 
advertisements. 
But which ones? 

Every week millions of advertisements 
appear in print, on posters or in the cinema. 

Most of them comply with the rules 
contained in the British Code of Advertising 
Practice. 

But some of them break the rules and 

warrant your complaints. 
If you're not sure about which ones they 

are, however, drop us a line and we'll send you 

an abridged copy of the Advertising Code. 
Then, if an advertisement bothers 

you, you'll be justified in bothering us. 
The Advertising Standards Authority. 

Ifan advertisement is wrong, were here to put it right. 

CHOOSE FROM OUR VAST RANGE 
FREE 26 page CATALOGUE with full details of our range of over 280 
Giferent programs tor the ZX SPECTRUM. All hiredwith he consent of 
the publishers. Whether you prefer to ZAP aliens, get lost «1 an 
ADVENTURE game, EDUCATE your children, CALCULATE the family finances of COMPILE machine code programs WE HAVE THE RIGHT 

TAPES FOR YOU TO HIRE 
FAST SERVICE 

We stock up to 60 manufacturers’ original copies of each tape (over 
13000 tapesin stock) and.can normally Gespatch your tapes the day we 

receive your ordef, and we always use frst class post 
LOWEST PRICES 

We believe our prices are the lowest of any library, yet we offer the 
LARGEST range of titles. Hire up to 3 tapes at a time, for 2 weeks, for 

‘only £1.07 each (inc. VAT & p&p). 
FREE TAPE HIRE 

For alimited period, we willsend your first tape (your choice) FREE, 80 
join our library now. You cant atford NOT to! lf youve tried another 
Norary and are wary of our claims send a stamp and we'll giadly send 
yous Copy of our catalogue - we're confident youl joinwhen you see 

m WATIONAL 22ers". 
SOFTWARE 
LIBRARY 

enclose cheque for £6.00 for LIFE MEMBERSHIP and | understandthat 
my ist tape hire willbe FREE. If, within 28 days, mnot delighted with your 
service youll refund my membership fee. 
Name 
Address, 

ANSWER BACK 
SEMOR 

GU 
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 
= 

THE UMMUATE EDUCATIONAL 8? 
FORAGES 12 & OVER 

BBC (32K)*ELECTRON 

The ANSWER BACK Quiz provides an incredible adventure in education by 
‘combining a compelling Spoce-Age game with an immense series of 

‘questions on General Knowledge. The thought-provoking and wellvesearched 
Quizzes contain an enormous total of 750 questions with 3000 answer options 

‘covering the following subjects: 
DAstronomy 5 Music C] Natural History Di Famous People LiScience (I Sport 
GiHistory U Art and Architecture ( Know your Language C1 Discoveries and 

Inventions Cl Legends and Mythology ( Geography () Literature 
5 films, TV and Theaire Ci Pot Luck 

The highly sophisticated control program rewards each correct answer with 
‘onoiher tum in the colouttul, animated game. 

FEATURES INCLUDE 
D Muttiple choice answers © True o* False? (Find the missing letters 
1 "Poss" facilly CI Immediate correction of errors Li Timer option 

Performance summary C Re-tun of questions passed or incorrectly 
‘onswered C1 Full loclies for creating and saving an unlimited number of new 

quizzes 
‘Available from your computer store or by mail order Price £10.95. 

Other 
educational titles inclu 

“Ihe French Mistress 



This week—it’s 

Wally Week is here - starring in 
Mikro-Gen’s great new game 

Automania 
Meet Wally Week - the incomparably incompetent hero of 
Automania. Help him climb the ladders and jump the gaps whilst 
rebuilding ten cars - and avoiding a hailstorm of nuts and bolts, 
an avalanche of tyres, and a Tidy Robot which clears everything 
up- including the car poor Wally is rebuilding. And if you can do 
it, start again at a harder level- it soon gets very difficult... 

Ten screens * Superb graphics * Great animation! 
It's all on Automania, starring Wally Week 

For 48K Spectrum 

Just part of Mikro-Gen’s great range - look out for Laserwarp (and see if you can 
win £100 for the month's highest score), Genesis Il, Paradroids, Drakmaze, and 
lots more at Co-op, Boots, WH Smiths, Menzies and other leading retailers, or 
order direct (plus 40p post & packing) from: 

44 The Broadway, Bracknell, Berks RG12 1AG Tel: 0344 427317 


